
Introduction and scope
The Common Stonechat Saxicola torquatus is
widely distributed throughout much of
Europe and Asia, where eight races are
usually recognised. Many more races (up to
17, depending upon the authority followed)
occur in Africa but assessment of these is
beyond the scope of this paper. In western
Siberia, the species is represented by the race
S. t. maurus (hereafter referred to as maurus),
which is frequently recorded as a vagrant in
western Europe. In breeding plumage,
maurus and the European race S. t. rubicola
(hereafter referred to as rubicola) can bear a
striking resemblance to one another and the
identification of a vagrant Siberian bird in
spring and summer can be challenging.

This paper reviews existing criteria and
introduces updates to the current under-
standing of plumage variability among Euro-
pean and Siberian birds. Emphasis has been

placed on assessing the validity of  the
defining characters associated with males of
the races maurus and rubicola although,
where relevant, the races S. t. stejnegeri, S. t.
hibernans, S. t. armenicus and S. t. variegatus
are also discussed briefly. The two remaining
Palearctic races, S. t. przewalskii and S. t.
indicus, are restricted to the south and east of
the region; they are less relevant from a Euro-
pean perspective and not mentioned further.

A predecessor to this paper was published
in 2005 in Vår Fågelvärld (Hellström &
Wærn 2005), based on field studies
throughout the Mediterranean region (from
the Iberian Peninsula and Morocco east to
Turkey, Cyprus and Israel) and Siberia. Visits
to Iran (2005), the Altai Mountains in Russia
and Mongolia (2007), and the Irkutsk Oblast
and the Republic of Buryatia in south-central
Siberia (2004, 2005, 2008, 2009 and 2010)
have enabled us to refine the earlier paper. In
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addition, we have examined specimens held
in the reference collections of the Museum of
Natural History, Stockholm (NRM), and the
Zoological Museum, Copenhagen (ZMUC),
plus a large number of photographs from the
breeding grounds and migration stopover
sites. Birds observed/photographed within
their respective ranges during the breeding
season have been given extra attention.

Distribution and taxonomy 
The race rubicola breeds in northwest Africa,
western, central and southern Europe east to
northern Iran and Ukraine (see also Walker
2001 for a brief discussion on the possibility
that rubicola occurs regularly in southeast
England). In westernmost Europe hibernans
is found on the west coast of the Iberian
Peninsula, Brittany (France), Britain, Ireland
and also, according to Munkejord (1981),
locally in southwestern Norway. This last area
aside, Stonechats are absent from most of
Fennoscandia, the Baltic States and western
Russia south to the northern shore of the
Caspian Sea. To the east of  this region
maurus occurs from the eastern parts of
European Russia, east to the Lake Baikal
region and south to Altai and northern
Afghanistan. Farther east, stejnegeri replaces
maurus in eastern Siberia (Russia), Mongolia
and northern China to the Sea of Okhotsk
and Japan (Vaurie 1959; Dement’ev &
Gladkov 1968; Cramp 1988; Urquhart 2002).
In many respects little is known about
armenicus but the published breeding range
includes eastern Turkey, Armenia, the
southern Caucasus range and the moun-
tainous parts of northern and northeastern
Iran. Also in the Caspian region, variegatus is
found in the steppes to the west and north-
west of the Caspian Sea, south to the eastern
Caucasus, where it also occurs at higher 
altitudes. See fig. 1 for the breeding range of
each race.

Common Stonechat taxonomy is contro-
versial and a range of views has been pub-
lished in the last decade (e.g. Urquhart 2002,
del Hoyo et al. 2005, Zink et al. 2009). Zink et
al. (2009) presented evidence for treating the
populations in the Palearctic as three species,
based on geographical variation in mtDNA
sequences: S. rubicola (including hibernans), 
S. maurus and S. stejnegeri. This treatment

may well prove to be the most rational one
but, for the time being, informed studies
from the reported zone of intergradation in
Siberia are lacking, as well as from similarly
interesting areas in eastern Turkey, Armenia
and northern Iran. Furthermore, the same
study found haplotypes (sets of closely linked
genetic markers on one chromosome which
tend to be inherited together) from the
central Siberian clade (maurus) in a sample
from Rostov-na-Donu area, just east of the
Sea of Azov, in southwest Russia, and haplo-
types from the east Siberian clade (stejnegeri)
in a sample from Astrakhan, west of the
Caspian Sea. Both findings are rather unex-
pected and controversial, and it may prove
premature to draw any firm conclusions
about the phylogenetic relationships of
maurus and stejnegeri. Further input from
areas of potential hybridisation/intergrada-
tion is required, and an analysis of nuclear
DNA may be rewarding. In addition to Zink
et al. (2009), genetic relationships between
populations were discussed by Wittmann et
al. (1995), Wink et al. (2002) and Illera et al.
(2008), but unfortunately none of these
studies included samples from either 
variegatus or armenicus.

For the purposes of  this paper (and
without taking a stand on the issue), we have
adopted the traditional approach to
Stonechat taxonomy and treat all taxa as
races of S. torquatus, in accordance with the
current treatment adopted by the AERC 
Taxonomic Advisory Committee (Crochet &
Joynt 2010) and BOU (BOU 2010). 

Intergradation and mixed pairings
Owing to the distribution gap in western
Russia, rubicola does not usually come into
contact with maurus during the breeding
season. We are aware of just one claim of a
mixed pairing of  rubicola and maurus : 
a female rubicola and male maurus that
nested on Helgoland (Germany) in 1997
(Gottschling et al. 2000). However, we have
studied photographs of  the (presumed
maurus) male and, although superficially
promising, we contend that the images lack
sufficient detail to confirm the bird’s racial
identity. Furthermore, maurus is also isolated
from the Caspian races variegatus and
armenicus and, although their ranges
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approach to within a few hundred kilometres
of one another in the southwest part of
central Asia, there is no evidence to suggest
they form mixed pairs. The situation in
Siberia is more complex, with a wide range of
intergradation between maurus and stejnegeri
reported from the region between the Yenisey
River and Lake Baikal (Vaurie 1959; 
Dement’ev & Gladkov 1968; Cramp 1988).
These two subspecies are phenotypically very
similar and we consider it inadvisable to
assign field observations of single individuals
outside their breeding range to either race.
Throughout this paper, discussion of
Siberian birds is based on maurus but in
most cases the criteria are also accurate for
stejnegeri.

In easternmost Turkey, Armenia and
northern Iran, rubicola and armenicus show a
sympatric breeding distribution. Urquhart
(2002) stated that the two races show dif-
ferent habitat preferences in that region, with
armenicus in montane habitats and rubicola
in the lowlands. This is, however, a broad and
somewhat inaccurate generalisation since
rubicola also occurs in mountainous areas
(for example, in 2005 we observed a breeding
female rubicola at 2,200 m in the Elburz
Mountains, southwest of the Caspian Sea).
Urquhart (2002) suggested that there is no
evidence of hybridisation between rubicola
and either of the Caspian forms, although it
is suspected to occur. Nonetheless, any
hybridisation is probably not widespread,
and confined to a rather restricted zone
where the ranges are sympatric. Regarding
rubicola and hibernans, Cramp (1988) noted
that they intergrade in northwest France,
western Belgium and the Netherlands.
Plumage differences between these two races
are clouded by individual variation, however,
and become apparent only when larger
samples are examined. Owing to its generally
darker plumage, hibernans is less likely to be
mistaken for maurus, and all characters
useful when separating rubicola from maurus
are also valid when separating hibernans
from maurus.

Moult, ageing and sexing
An appreciation of  moult sequence and
timing is essential for understanding differ-
ences in the plumage development of rubi-
cola and maurus. The timing and extent of
moult in rubicola is well documented but for
maurus the data are more limited and uncer-
tain. 

Moult in rubicola
A partial post-juvenile moult starts soon after
fledging and is usually finished in September,
when the body plumage, lesser and median
coverts and a varying number of tertials,
alula feathers and greater coverts are
replaced. The primary coverts, primaries, sec-
ondaries and tail are generally not moulted.
Adults (2CY+) undertake a complete post-
breeding moult in late summer, before the
autumn migration, and this is usually com-
pleted in September or early October. No
birds, regardless of age, moult during the
winter months and breeding plumage is
acquired by abrasion of feather fringes (Ginn
& Melville 1995; Flinks 1999; pers. obs.).

Moult in maurus
The post-juvenile moult is similar to that of
rubicola but a) is usually completed a few
weeks earlier (Helm & Gwinner 2001); and
b) is on average more restricted in extent,
with fewer wing-coverts being replaced than
in rubicola (Svensson 1992; pers. obs.). Apart
from the body plumage, many maurus
replace only the lesser coverts (Lewington et
al. 1991; pers. obs.) and, consequently, many
young birds lack a moult contrast in the
greater coverts during autumn. Like rubicola,
adults have a complete post-breeding moult,
although this begins earlier and is usually
completed between mid August and early
September (Helm & Gwinner 2001).

It is uncertain whether maurus has a
partial pre-breeding moult (Svensson 1992;
Urquhart 2002) but, in our opinion, there is
enough circumstantial evidence to suggest
that most, if not all, first-winters undergo
such a moult. For example, Urquhart (2002)
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Fig. 1. Breeding range of Common Stonechat Saxicola torquatus within the Palearctic region
(modified from Urquhart 2002), showing the distribution of the races discussed. Outside the
breeding season the non-breeding ranges of the various races can overlap, particularly in the 
Middle East and the northern Indian subcontinent. 



described captive maurus that attained
breeding plumage by a partial pre-breeding
moult. Furthermore, many 2CY birds that we
studied in spring and summer in Siberia have
shown a mixture of obviously fresh feathers
(from a pre-breeding moult) and worn
feathers (from a post-juvenile moult) in the
scapulars, mantle and nape, and sometimes
also on the head (plate 107). In some individ-
uals this moult is more advanced, and such
birds show a degree of fresh plumage that
spring rubicola seldom matches, and one that
is often apparent in the field. Moreover, like
Svensson (1992), we have examined speci-
mens of first-winter male maurus that could
only attain breeding plumage by moult.
These specimens were collected in October
from Afghanistan and Sweden (plates 103 &
104). The sex of both birds was established
during preservation, and is supported by the
replaced black axillaries or underwing-
coverts, yet both showed a completely ‘female
type’ plumage with medium-grey bases to
throat feathers. Intriguingly, some (perhaps
most) first-winter males do have black bases
to the throat feathers, and the reason for this
variation is a subject for further study. 

Despite some anomalies, we suggest that a
partial pre-breeding moult is the regular
strategy used by first-winter maurus. The
extent of this moult is evidently subject to
variation and has yet to be studied in detail,
but appears to include a varying proportion
of body feathers and lesser coverts, and occa-
sionally some median and greater coverts and
tertials. We do not yet know for certain
whether adult birds perform a similar pre-
breeding moult, but there are some indica-
tions to suggest that they do (for example,
the freshness of the flank and belly feathers in
summer, observed in most maurus, including
adults; see ‘Pattern of breast and flanks’
below). 

Ageing Stonechats in the field
In young birds, the post-juvenile moult
creates a moult contrast in the wing-coverts,
which is present until the first complete post-
breeding moult (when birds are about one
year old). In rubicola a moult contrast is
usually found among the greater coverts, ter-
tials and/or alula feathers (e.g. plates 105 &
118); it is usually conspicuous but the key
feather tracts may at times be cloaked by
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103. (left) First-winter (1CY) male S. t. maurus, Bamian, Afghanistan, October 1949 (specimen held
at ZMUC, Copenhagen). Black axillaries establish the sex as male. Note that the chin feathers lack
any trace of black (the feather bases are medium grey, but are not quite visible in this photo). A 
pre-breeding moult would be required for this individual to attain the black head of breeding plumage. 

104. (right) First-winter (1CY) male S. t. maurus/stejnegeri, Landsort, Sweden, October 2008
(specimen held at NRM, Stockholm). Sex established as male by blackish axillaries and underwing-
coverts, and also by examination of the reproductive organs during preservation. Note the medium-
grey bases to the lifted throat feathers. As is the case with the male in plate 103, a partial pre-
breeding moult would be necessary for this individual to attain breeding plumage. 
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overlying scapulars. Ginn & Melville (1995)
stated that seven juvenile greater coverts are
retained on average (by European birds); in
our sample, the vast majority retained fewer
than five juvenile greater coverts. This dis-

crepancy may be due to different proportions
of rubicola and hibernans in the samples
(rubicola might be expected to show a more
extensive moult due to its more southerly
distribution). In rubicola, more advanced
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106. Adult (3CY+) male S. t. rubicola, Belgium, June 2006. After breeding, adults have a complete
moult during which all feathers are replaced. Compared with the 2CY male in plate 105, the entire
wing is blackish-brown, less worn, and lacks the moult contrast present on that bird. During late
spring and summer, a brownish hue is often present to the worn adult wing (especially the
primaries), making ageing less straightforward. 
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105. First-summer (2CY) male S. t. rubicola, Tuscany, Italy, May 2009. Age is established by moult
contrast in the closed wing; the lesser, median and most of the inner greater coverts have been
replaced during the post-juvenile moult, and these contrast with the rather worn and brownish
alula, primary coverts, remiges and tertials, which are all juvenile. On this individual (and the male in
plate 106) note the fine dark shaft-streaks on the rear flank just above the legs. This feature is more
commonly seen in rubicola than maurus. 
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young birds that have
replaced all the greater
coverts are encountered
frequently and these
can still be aged by the
retained juvenile
primary coverts and
remiges. Adults do not
show a moult contrast
(plate 106). 

In first-winter
maurus the moult con-
trast is often harder to
find than in rubicola, as
fewer (if any) juvenile
greater coverts are
moulted. Even the most
advanced birds seem 
to retain 4–5 juvenile
greater coverts, while
most individuals are
more retarded and
often show contrast
only in the median or
lesser coverts, which is
harder to see in the
field. In spring, after the
partial pre-breeding
moult, the contrast is
often easy to find
(plates 107 & 109), but
until the moult pattern
of adult birds has been
established, we suggest
that it is inadvisable to
use the presence of  a
moult contrast as an
age-related character – 
an assessment of  the
extent of  wear in the
unmoulted feathers is
necessary.

Juvenile feathers are
less resistant to wear
and bleaching than sub-
sequent generations.
The degree of abrasion
depends on many
factors, including diet,
climate and habitat. For
example, individuals
migrating through the
Middle East in spring

108. Adult (3CY+) male S. t. maurus, Astana, Kazakhstan, June 2003.
Adults show a fresher and generally darker wing than 2CY males. 
Note the uniformly black wing-coverts, including the primary coverts.
A brownish hue in the primaries is commonly seen in adult birds,
especially in summer. Compare the cleaner flank colour of the males 
in plates 107 & 108 with the rather sullied and washed-out appearance
to the flanks of the rubicola males in plates 105, 106 and 120. 
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107. First-summer (2CY) male S. t. maurus/stejnegeri, eastern Sayan
Mountains, Russia, June 2010. Readily aged as 2CY by the almost
completely retained juvenile wing (which appears brownish and worn 
as only the lesser coverts have been replaced). Some first-winter
feathers are still visible in the mantle and upper scapulars. These
feathers appear worn and rather uniform brown, and contrast with 
the adjacent fresh pre-breeding feathers that show a black centre and
broad, pale brown fringes. 



will have spent the winter in a sunny, 
dry and generally demanding climate and the
faded first-year plumage is often readily
apparent, whereas birds that have wintered in
northwest Europe, where conditions are dull
and damp, usually present greater difficulties.
Note that the wings of adult birds, particu-
larly the exposed primary coverts and pri-
maries, will also appear rather brownish from
mid spring onwards (plates 106 & 108). 

The use of body contour feathers to age a
bird should be done with care, but during
spring many 2CY maurus show mantle and
scapular feathers that were obviously grown
during the post-juvenile moult. Such feathers
are very worn, often abraded to an apical
shape with diffuse and faded buffish edges,
and with a rather pale, brown centre. This
often gives these birds a paler, brown-backed
appearance, but it should be noted that fresh
feathers from the pre-breeding moult may
create a similar impression, especially with
distant views. Such feathers have fresh and
broad brownish edges and show a rather dis-
tinct black centre. Consequently, irrespective
of which feather generation is present, 2CY
maurus often shows a browner and
paler back than adults (plates 107 & 109).

Regardless of subspecies, it is often
difficult to find moult contrast among
the inner greater coverts since these are
predominantly white (which makes
abrasion harder to assess). Not all indi-
viduals, particularly maurus, can be
safely aged in the field and some are
better left unaged. Generally speaking, it
is more difficult to establish the age of
females, and not possible for most in
the field.

Sexing Stonechats in the field
Sexual dimorphism in Stonechats is
usually pronounced in breeding
plumage, and determining the sex of an
individual is seldom difficult. Males
display a contrasting plumage with
black crown, throat and ear-coverts, and
a distinct white neck patch. Females are
generally less contrasting and show a
paler head and mantle, as well as less
developed neck patches. However, some
rubicola females are extraordinarily
contrasting and dark-headed, and in a
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109. First-summer (2CY) male S. t. maurus,
Altai, Russia, June 2007. This less advanced 2CY
bird retains many heavily abraded first-winter
mantle and scapular feathers (compare with
the more advanced 2CY male in plate 107).
These feathers often wear to an apical shape
and show a brown centre. Note that the
lesser and median coverts, some inner greater
coverts and perhaps also the inner tertial are
darker and non-juvenile (although, generally, 
it is not always easy to establish when feathers
were replaced). 
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110. Probable female S. t. rubicola, the Netherlands, July
2006. Some rubicola females are extraordinarily dark,
especially in summer, an effect that becomes more
pronounced due to wear, and may result in a rather
male-like appearance. This individual is difficult to sex,
and without additional details (such as age, rump
pattern, etc.) birds such as this may at times be better
left unsexed. 
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few instances we have chosen not to assign a
bird to a particular sex (e.g. plate 110).
Unlike rubicola and hibernans, male maurus,
stejnegeri, variegatus and armenicus exhibit
jet-black axillaries and underwing-coverts
(plate 111); however, females of all races
show pale greyish underwing feathers with
pale buff edges (plates 122 & 123). 

Racial identification of males
Separation of breeding-plumaged male rubi-
cola and maurus in the field relies on evalu-
ating the colour of the underwing, rump and
uppertail-coverts, while important sup-
portive characters include the flank and
breast pattern, and the extent of the white
neck patches. Other features, including the
extent of white on the inner wing/shoulder,
colour of the mantle, presence or absence of
white at the bases of the outer rectrices, the
length of  primary projection and wing
formula have been proposed. These are all
very difficult to assess properly in the field
and most also vary to the extent that we con-
sider them less reliable; they are not dis-
cussed further here (but for details see
Robertson 1977, Jännes 1990, Stoddart 1992
and Urquhart 2002). Identification ranges

from fairly straightforward to very difficult
but, although some birds are undoubtedly
tricky to identify, most problems occur as a
result of brief or poor views.

Underwing
In spring, the underwing-coverts and axil-
laries of adult male maurus are uniformly jet-
black (with narrow and indistinct pale
fringes when still fresh), and contrast sharply
with the pale greyish underside of  the
remiges (nearly pure white on the basal half
of the remiges; plate 111). According to
Svensson (1992), 2CY maurus may show
some variation, and some birds are said to
show a paler underwing.

In contrast to maurus, rubicola usually has
a paler underwing and shows less contrast
between the underwing-coverts/axillaries and
remiges (plate 112). This is partly due to the
coverts and axillaries being mid or dark grey
with broader whitish tips and edges, and
partly a consequence of the remiges having
duller bases. However, not all birds are quite
so straightforward. For example, Corso
(2001) discussed birds nesting in Sicily that
showed a darker underwing than typical
rubicola; he described this as blackish and
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111. (left) Adult (3CY+) male S. t. maurus, Altai, Russia, June 2007. The axillaries and underwing-
coverts in male maurus are generally jet-black and contrast sharply with the silvery-white bases 
to the secondaries and primaries. This pattern is not known to occur in rubicola. 

112. (right) Adult (3CY+) male S. t. rubicola, Öland, Sweden, March 2009. In male rubicola, the
underwing is typically paler and less contrasting than in maurus. The pattern and colour of this
male’s underwing is typical of most European birds, but some can show darker underwings. As a
general rule, in rubicola the primary underwing-coverts are the darkest feathers of the underwing,
and most birds (like this one) show paler feathering closer to the body. 
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only slightly paler than that of maurus. We
have also studied several rubicola with dark-
looking underwings and these have indeed
shown blackish (or dark grey) underwing
primary coverts and dark greater, median
and lesser underwing-coverts. However, with
good views (or photographs) the proximal
part of the underwing-coverts and axillaries
are often revealed to be paler, showing wider
pale edges to the feathers, frequently contin-
uing distally into the arm, and creating a pale
area along the central part of the underwing.
Importantly, although dark rubicola do
occur, we have not found any with an under-
wing pattern matching that of maurus. 

In conclusion, uniformly jet-black axil-
laries and underwing-coverts are strong evi-
dence of maurus. In blurred photos, or with
brief field views, however, dark rubicola may
be misidentified, but we emphasise that it is
generally the nature of views/photos that are
the problem, rather than the true pattern of
the bird (plate 113). 
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114. (left) First-winter (1CY) male S. t. rubicola, southern Israel, November 2008. This freshly
moulted male shows a fairly typical rump pattern with white feather bases, and rusty tips and
distinct blackish markings to the uppertail-coverts. Note the fresh tertials that were replaced in 
the post-juvenile moult (and which contrast with the paler and more worn juvenile secondaries 
and primaries). This contrast establishes this bird as a 1CY. Unlike Siberian birds, male rubicola
already shows a well-developed blackish head and throat during first autumn. 

115. (right) Adult (3CY+) male S. t. maurus, Altai, Russia, June 2007. Note the unmarked and pure
white rump and uppertail-coverts. On many males, including this bird, the white extends up the
lower back and is visible above the folded wings. Adult male maurus shows a fresher and generally
less brown wing than 2CY males. 
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113. Male S. t. rubicola, Scania, Sweden, June
2008. The true pattern of the underwing can
often be hard to judge. In the field, as well as
in blurred photographs, darker rubicola may
give the observer an erroneous impression of
black underwing-coverts. The identity of this
individual was established as rubicola from
other photographs that illustrated the pattern
of the rump, flank and underwing. 
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Rump and uppertail-coverts
Male rubicola in spring shows a darker basal
colour to the rump with the central part
varying from brownish to white, and with
diagnostic dark (blackish) markings near the
tip of each individual feather (plate 114). A
pure white rump patch is rather commonly
seen, but the white patch is smaller and more
square-shaped than in maurus. Quite a few
rubicola also show virtually unmarked white
uppertail-coverts, especially in more worn
plumages; however, when scrutinised at close
range, even the most heavily worn birds will
usually exhibit dark markings to one or two
of the longest uppertail-coverts. Under field
conditions, these darker markings can be
very difficult to determine, owing to the fact
that the feathers are resting on the under-
lying dark rectrices, so that the dark tips
appear to vanish into the background (plate
117). Ullman (1986) observed a breeding
male in Morocco in April which lacked dark
markings to all the uppertail-coverts. We
have also studied a few rubicola which
appeared to show entirely white uppertail-
coverts, but the plumage of these birds was
heavily abraded and the longer uppertail-
coverts appeared to be broken or even
missing. As a rule, the longest uppertail-

coverts are likely to retain dark markings at
the tips, and are usually the last feathers to
lose this pattern. We have yet to find any
rubicola that lacks dark markings to all the
uppertail-coverts in fresh plumage. 

117. Male S. t. rubicola, Morocco, January 2009. This individual could, at first glance, be mistaken for
maurus but note the dark markings at the tip of the worn, longer uppertail-coverts (which are hard
to see against the black rectrices), and the rather restricted white rump patch, which does not
extend up the back. Such birds are not uncommon within rubicola, and great care is required to
establish the precise pattern of the white rump and whether dark tips are present. 
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116. Male S. t. maurus/stejnegeri, southwest 
of Irkutsk, Russia, June 2005. In maurus, the
white rump patch frequently (but not always)
extends onto the lower back. Note that this
bird still retains some peachy feather tips in
the lower rump area. Here, the breast patch is
weakly defined and replaced by a rather pale
peach hue, which is a feature sometimes seen
in maurus. 
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118. First-summer (2CY) male S. t. rubicola, Bulbjerg, Denmark, May 2008. An individual with a
maurus-like appearance; the conspicuous white rump, large white shoulder patch, small and pale
orange breast patch and rather generous white neck patches combine to create this impression.
Closer examination of the tips of the longest uppertail-coverts reveals the diagnostic dark markings
shown by rubicola. The identification was further confirmed by other photos showing the underwing
pattern and colour. Furthermore, the pure white part of the rump is rather restricted and does not
extend onto the lower back. This bird can be reliably aged as 2CY by the contrast between the
blackish lesser, median and greater coverts, alula and tertials and the brown retained juvenile
primary coverts, primaries and secondaries. 
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In fresh plumage, maurus exhibits a peach-
ochre rump and uppertail-coverts that lack dis-
tinct dark markings. During spring, the
peach-ochre feather tips are worn away, revealing
a pure white rump and uppertail-coverts.
During the transition, irregular patches of pale
peach-ochre and white may be visible (plate
116). Rarely, some maurus may show fine
greyish shaft-streaks to the uppertail-coverts
(plate 126), but this should not be confused with
the distinctive blackish and bold markings
usually shown by rubicola. The size of the white
rump patch varies to some extent, but it is gener-
ally larger and more elongated than in rubicola
and extends further up the body. Frequently, it
can extend to the lower back and then appears
above the folded wings (plates 115 & 116). 

The pattern of the uppertail-coverts and
the size and shape of the white rump patch
are valid characters when separating rubicola
and maurus. It is, however, necessary to keep
the potential pitfalls in mind, primarily
feather wear or damage to the longest upper-
tail-coverts of rubicola, leading to the false
impression that these are entirely white. 

Pattern of breast and flanks 
In typical rubicola, rich, burnt orange-brown
feathering covers the breast and, on most
individuals, extends onto the belly and flanks
(plate 120). In Siberia, from about May to
July, some worn maurus show a relatively
small and isolated pale peachy-orange patch
in the centre of the breast, comparable to the
illustrations in many popular field guides
(e.g. Jonsson 1992, Svensson et al. 2010; plate
119). In such birds, the breast patch is iso-
lated from the black wings by the white
flanks and breast sides, and the uninter-
rupted band of white from the flanks to the
neck sides gives them a fairly characteristic
appearance. The rest of the underparts are
more or less white (but often retain peachy
remnants from fresh plumage). However,
many (perhaps even most) maurus exhibit an
orange breast-patch that in colour and extent
overlaps with, or even appears more exten-
sive than, that of some rubicola. In a few
maurus, the breast patch is virtually absent
and instead replaced by a faint peach hue 
that varies in extent. Similar patterns were 



discussed by Stoddart (2009).
In spring and summer, birds from Europe

and Siberia often differ in the pattern of the
flanks and belly. The orange-brown flank
colour of many rubicola becomes washed out,
with some having an almost soiled-looking
greyish wash, often with long and thin dark
shaft-streaks, which gives them a rather dirty
and untidy appearance. In maurus, most birds
show clean, fresh and tidy flanks, varying from
pure white to peachy orange, depending on
wear and the size of the breast patch. This char-
acter is often visible from a distance and con-
tributes to the first impression of maurus as a
clean, handsome, black-and-white bird (plate
119). The combined impression of the flanks,
belly, breast and neck patches (discussed below)
is often the first clue to racial identification.
With experience, the distinctive character of
these smart spring male maurus is not matched
by most rubicola. We believe that the differences
in flank and belly patterns result partly from
the lack of a pre-breeding moult in rubicola

(which thus has more worn and abraded body
feathering compared with maurus), but there
may also be differences in the pattern of these
feathers; further research is required.

Neck patches
Male rubicola show, on average, smaller white
neck patches in spring than maurus; in
typical individuals these patches appear as
the most striking area of  white in the
plumage. Seen in profile, the patch appears
isolated between the black head/nape/wing
and the brick-rufous breast, often reaching
no further than just beyond the wing bend
(plate 120). Seen from behind, the neck
patches are separated by a rather wide and
solid black (or with brown feathers admixed)
‘bridge’ down the nape. 

In classic maurus, the white (or, when
fresh, peachy-ochre) sides of the neck often
form part of  a continuous white area
extending from the flanks, around the wing
bend and terminating on the sides of the nape
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119. (left) Male S. t. maurus/stejnegeri, southwest of Irkutsk, Russia, June 2005. Compare the overall
appearance of this bird with the rubicola in plate 120. ‘Classic’ male maurus differ from male rubicola
by the smaller and paler breast patch (with a peachy hue), the white neck patches that extend onto
the side of the nape, and the clean, white flanks that bleed into the belly. Although these are ‘soft’
characters, the resulting impression is of a crisp, clean and rather handsome bird. 

120. (right) First-summer (2CY) male S. t. rubicola, Istanbul, Turkey, June 2010. A rather typical bird
with a rich, burnt-rufous breast. Note the isolated white neck patch that stands out as the single
palest area of the bird, reaching onto the side of the neck just beyond the wing bend. Furthermore,
the lower flank and belly are worn and show thin (but rather long) dark shaft-streaks just above the
legs, which is characteristic of rubicola. Aged as 2CY by the contrast between the retained juvenile
alula, primary coverts, primaries and secondaries, and the darker first-winter wing-coverts acquired
during the post-juvenile moult. 
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where they form a half-collar. In
the most extreme cases these
patches can appear to meet on the
nape but there are always some
dark feathers in the ‘bridge’
between crown and mantle. This
bridge is often colder in tone than
on rubicola, often greyish-black
(rather than brownish-black), and
sometimes with white feathers
admixed. There is extensive overlap,
however, and individuals that
exhibit a pattern similar to that of
rubicola are commonly seen. 

Note also that the neck pattern is
affected by posture, and a tilted
head might temporarily create a
misleading appearance. However, if
the pattern is observed with the bird
in a fairly neutral resting position, it
may provide a useful contributing
character for racial identification,
especially when faced with the most
extreme pattern of some maurus. Wider nape
bridges are found in both subspecies, and by
itself this is not a valid character (plate 121).

Racial identification of females
When identifying females during spring,
attention should focus primarily on the

appearance of the rump/uppertail-coverts
and throat/chin, but the general coloration
and the pattern of the neck sides can also
provide some guidance. Unlike males,
females of all forms show a similar under-
wing pattern and this is of no value in identi-
fication (plates 122 & 123). 
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122. (left) Female S. t. maurus, southwest of Irkutsk, Russia, June 2008. Unlike eastern males, eastern
females show grey underwing feathers with pale edges. Western females show a similar pattern and
we have not found any useful racial difference in the coloration of the underwing. 

123. (right) Female S. t. rubicola, Israel, January 2010. Note the similarity in underwing pattern
between this female rubicola and the female maurus in 122. 
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121. Specimens of male S. t. maurus (collected in summer
and held at ZMUC, Copenhagen), western Siberia, Russia.
Note the variation in the width of the dark ‘bridge’
connecting the black head with the mantle. 
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Overall coloration
As spring progresses, the effects of wear result
in female maurus becoming darker above,
while the breast and belly lighten, though
often retaining a slight peachy hue. Together

with the pale face, throat and rump, this often
gives female maurus a generally pale impres-
sion, with contrastingly darker upperparts
(plates 124 & 125). Western birds typically
become darker overall, but usually retain a

124. Female S. t. maurus, Altai, Russia, July 2007. Note the pale face and throat as well as the pale
peachy underparts (cf. the deeper orange cast shown by most rubicola). The contrast between the
pale crown and the darker nape is probably due to an incomplete pre-breeding moult of the head,
only the front part having been moulted. 
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125. Female S. t. maurus, Alakol, Kazakhstan, June 2006. A typical eastern female in spring with a
pale face, throat and underparts contrasting with the dark upperparts. Note that the visible rump
feathers are white. 
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deeper orange cast to the underparts. In
summer, many western females show a
dark grey throat and whitish neck
patches set off against a dull or drab
orange-toned breast (plates 127 & 129).

Rump and uppertail-coverts
Female rubicola has a rather dark and
often rich-brown rump and uppertail-
coverts with distinctive dark streaking,
and this shows little contrast with the
rest of the upperparts (plate 127). We
have not encountered any western
females that lack this dark streaking or
show a white basal colour to the rump
or uppertail-coverts. 

Unlike rubicola, maurus has a rela-
tively large and unmarked rump patch,
which ranges from deep sand or ochre
to whitish, and which usually contrasts
with the darker back. Many female
maurus in our sample from May and
June showed a predominantly white
rump, especially the lower rump and
uppertail-coverts, which can appear
pure white. Some females show plain
ochre rump feathers while others have an
ochre tone to the feather centres only, giving
a pale, speckled appearance. Rarely, the shafts
of the rump feathers can be quite greyish and

may give a thinly streaked appearance but
this should not be confused with the bolder
pattern of western races (plate 126). 

In summary, although some maurus may
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127. Female S. t. rubicola, Holland, March 2008. A typical female rubicola in early spring. The throat 
is still pale but some dark spots are beginning to appear. This bird’s throat will, with wear, probably
get darker as spring progresses. A few western females may not get much darker than this, while
others can appear almost as black-chinned as males. Note the orange rump, breast, belly and vent
and the distinct dark markings on the uppertail-coverts. 
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126. Female S. t. maurus, Eilat, Israel, March 2005. 
The relatively large ochre-and-white rump and uppertail-
coverts contrast well against the darker back. Note that
this individual shows darker shafts on the rump feathers,
which give the rump a thinly streaked appearance, although
these are not comparable with the bolder dark markings
shown by the western races. Note the pale ‘open’ face 
and underparts, and lack of white neck patches. 
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have a relatively dark ochre rump which con-
trasts less with the back (and may then be
slightly more difficult to distinguish from
some western females), the rump pattern as a
whole is an important and reliable character
for identification.

Throat and chin
The female throat pattern is rather variable
and during autumn both European and
Siberian birds often show a buffish-white or
greyish-white throat. By spring, most female
rubicola have developed a darker (sometimes
blackish) throat, while in maurus this usually
varies from dirty white to pure white. Some
sources (e.g. Svensson et al. 2010) state that
the throat of eastern females never gives a
dark impression. While this is true for the
vast majority, a few eastern females can show
relatively extensive dark markings on the
throat – especially along the lower edge and
in the malar region. In a couple of instances
we found this to be more extensive and remi-
niscent of female rubicola (see plate 128). 

Neck patches
Female rubicola and maurus show neck patches
of varying prominence, but variation tends to
be greater in rubicola – from complete absence
to a pure white neck patch. However, any white
patches are rather restricted and rarely take the
form of a neck collar (cf. males). Conversely
maurus shows, on average, slightly wider and
brighter (greyish to white) neck patches that

may give the impression
of a pale collar, though
often rather diffuse.
Owing to the overall paler
appearance of maurus,
this pattern is generally
less prominent or 
contrasting, and many
eastern females show only
a vaguely brighter side of
the neck.

Supercilium
Cramp (1988) indicated
that typical maurus has a
more prominent pale
supercilium than rubi-
cola. In some eastern
females the supercilium

is quite distinct throughout its length
(including the forehead) but in our sample
females showed considerable variation within
both races; only the presence of bright and
distinct supercilia can be used to support
identification as maurus. In relation to the
importance of the rump, throat and general
coloration, the supercilium should be
regarded as a supplementary character only.

Birds from southern Italy
Del Hoyo et al. (2005) stated that ‘Birds on
Sicily… most closely resemble maurus
(hence, a challenge to the splitting of the
latter)…’, and a description of maurus-like
birds breeding on Sicily was given by Corso
(2001). We agree that a small proportion of
rubicola (perhaps especially in Italy, but also
elsewhere) can appear very similar to maurus
and, at times, characters such as the pattern
of breast, flank, neck and rump are surpris-
ingly similar to typical Siberian birds. In our
opinion, however, these birds represent one
extreme of the continuous variation that
exists within rubicola. Safe identification of a
difficult bird relies entirely on the pattern
and colour of the underwing and the (fresh)
uppertail-coverts. With this in mind, photo-
graphs of Sicilian birds we have studied have
shown nothing that would group these birds
closer to maurus than to rubicola. At present,
we do not consider that the appearance of
birds breeding in Sicily should be used to
cloud this discussion. 
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128. Female S. t. maurus, Altai, Russia, July 1926 (specimen held at
ZMUC, Copenhagen). Occasionally, some worn eastern females show 
a relatively dark throat – as in this case, where the lower throat seems
particularly dark. In this specimen, however, the dark impression is
perhaps slightly exaggerated by the position of the head, which is
pushed back, exposing the darker feather bases. 
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Conclusions
There are a number of characters separating
rubicola and maurus but, owing to the exten-
sive variation shown in both taxa, several of
these should be regarded as supportive rather
than confirmative. Two such characters – the
pattern of the breast and the size of the neck
patches – are often described in the literature,
but in our opinion the colour, pattern and
state of the flank and belly feathering gives a
better guide in most individuals. The pattern
of the underwing in males and the pattern of
fresh uppertail-coverts (in both sexes) are
diagnostic, but not always easy to assess. With
care, rubicola and maurus can be reliably sep-
arated in the field in the vast majority of
cases 
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